The Return of the God of War [The Protector] Chapter 2415
He has been dazzled by failure!

Haven’t thought about some problems.

As soon as he calms down now, he can easily spot the problem.

The identity of the dark god is not clear to others.

Can he not know?

The Dark God was once his junior and she has always admired him.

However, God of Darkness later married the mother of the Marshal Tiance, but soon died unexpectedly.

The Dark God took this opportunity to be with Tiance, the superintendent, and had a son.

But in the end, Tiance Marshal learned that Marshal Tiance’s mother was actually killed by the Dark
God.
Angrily, he severely wounded the Dark God.

For the sake of a child, she didn’t kill her.

However, expelling her from Erudiaa will keep her from stepping into Erudiaa for life.

Otherwise, kill without mercy! ! !

Because of hatred, the Dark God will endlessly expand his power overseas and improve himself.

The reason is that one day, I can step into the great summer openly, sit on an equal footing with Tiance
Mansion, and have a direct dialogue with Tiance Superintendent.

She sighed for this.

Zoey these are her chess pieces!

But I didn’t expect Levi Garrison to appear and kill her.

Tiance Shenshuai naturally knows how much this woman hates herself!

That kind of hatred is unimaginable!

If she defeated herself, she would definitely say “You are nothing more than this!” But

the dark god he had just met didn’t say a word from beginning to end.

Just start playing!

Even if you beat yourself, turn around and leave.

Say nothing!

This woman hated herself for decades.

How could there be no response after defeating yourself? ? ?

This is not normal!

Not normal at all!

If she beats herself, she doesn’t know what the hell she will be excited.

How can you calm down like this?

wrong!

What’s wrong…

Could it be that it’s not really a dark god at all.

It’s just wearing a mask!

Suddenly, Tiance Shenshuai realized this problem!

Furthermore, he is too familiar with the true dark god, his junior sisters.

As long as she embraces the mentality of revenge, her strength will increase, but there will be limits
after all, and she will not be able to reach the realm of invincibility.

In other words, he will always be crushed by him.

right!

The true dark god cannot beat himself!

absolute!

That is for sure!

Moreover, the Dark God has been obviously active recently, and the Bible organization under his hands
has been a lot of actions.

This is obviously inconsistent with the previous dark god.

The strength is not in line!

According to the previous analysis of combat power given by various agencies, the Dark God is similar to
the second and third place on the list of gods.

But now it has changed completely, completely crushed.

wrong!

Substitution!

The Dark God has changed!

The dark god I just met is fake!

Not his sister!

The one who really occupies the top of the list of gods is the false dark god!

As for where did your junior sister go?

It might be dead… something

must have happened!

Before, when Tiance was traveling, he had been to the headquarters of the Bible Organization.

It was the dark cage that held Levi Garrison.

He has seen it.

He must have someone in it!

Also try to open!

But he also knew what the dark cage meant.

That was something from Erudiaa…

At that time, he knew that Junior Sister was moving.

He later returned to the headquarters of the Bible Organization.

At that time, Levi Garrison had already left, the dark cage was broken, and everything was completely
changed.

Only then did he know that something serious happened to Junior Sister…

Now, when combined, the false Dark God now has a high probability of being the one who broke the
dark prison.

Most of his junior sisters are already dead.

This invincible being put on a mask and pretended to be the God of Darkness.

He is the one who just played against him!

No wonder one punch can knock yourself off in seconds!

And it took a little bit of force to see him!

That is the existence that can open the dark cage…

“Hiss!!!”

Tiance Shenshuai took a breath and broke out in a cold sweat.

